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r1er

Again the college is wrestling_ with the
problems of big-name entertainment-is it
advisable or not?
The recent concern developed after the
Canned Heat concert held Monday night in
Nicholson ~avilion attended by some 1900
students and youth.
According. to Steve (Monkey) Mayeda, during
the concert, the crowd continually pushed
toward the stage and created some problems for
the bouncers.
"It really wasn't too bad, as like what
·happened at the Youngbloods concert last
· year," said . Mayeda, "and the crowd was ,
orderly."
Gerry Hover, director of Social Activities and
'
Recreation, stated that the damage, 10 broken ·1·
chairs, spilled liquids and burns gives rise again .
to the possibility of not having concerts in the
pavilion.
· ,.
"I definitely think that we are going to have a
hard time having outside agencies putting on
concerts. It seems that every time we have J1
concert, the same thing happens," stated Hover. '
Hover continued to say that the college must
recognize that there will alwa-ys be some ,
minimal damage and that the required
insurance ·stipulation does alleviate the problemi
somewhat.
·
The sponsoring group of Canned Heat, Emerald
Enterprises, lost -an approximate $1500 on the
concert.
According to Mayeda, the security
arrangements to protect against smoking and '
drinking were tight and th&t they had received :
compliments from the police on the way things
were handled.
"Many times people not ·from Central don't
really care about the damage or the possible
elimination of concerts. The majority of
problems come from non-students, though we
do have some from students," said Hover.
Hr,ver commented that · possibly a
recommendation would appear asking that we
not have further concerts ·unless stricter crowd
control methods are devised.
"It really wasn't too bad and I know we've
had worse. All the people who went had a good
.
time, I'm sure," concluded Mayeda.
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Spring movies cease
.

by Candy Bonham
Cat-a-log Editor

There will be no more ASC
movies shown in the SUB for'the
remaining weeks of spring
quarter. Movies are planned for
summer and will continue in the
fall.
cm ALPHA
The Chi Alpha Christian
fellowship meets this Monday
night at 7, at 1009 · D St.
Everyone is welcome. Come and
share your views.
DORM CHAIRMEN
All dorm chairmen are to meet
on ·Tuesday night .at 8 in SUB
208. New student week and
orientation next fall has to be
planned now.
TRAFFIC COMMI'ITEE
The next meeting of the
parking and traffic committee
will be this Thursday at 9 a.m. in
SUB 206. Please attend.

BUY THE
HYAKEM

RECITALS ·
Pianist, Myrna Johnson, will be
featured in a graduate recital in
Hertz 100 at 8:15 p.m. this
Tuesday. She will perform
selections from Bach, Mozart,
and Brahms. Reception wiU
follow in room 123 in Hertz.
Mike Frasier, baritone, will
perform in his senior recital
Sunday at 8:15 p.m. He will be
accompanied by Lynn Dupin on
the piano and assisted by Monica
Fink, mezzo-soprano.
Admission to both_ are free.

PAYDAY CHANGE
Since most students will not
be on campus, Monday, June
12th, payday will be on Friday,
June 9th. Any student who will
not be on campus June 9th will
receive his check shortly after
that date by leaving a stamped,
self-addressed envelope with
either Payroll office or the
Cashier's office, Mitchell Hall.

COLLEGE FORUM
The college forum meets every
Sunday morning at 9:30, at the
Tally Ho Restaurant in the
BOOK EXCHANGE
The Tradin' Post, a paperback Plaza. Discussion is encouraged.
book exchange, in the Bouillon A free continental breakfast is
Library, needs the paperbacks served.
Come and share your
you will be discarding when you
thoughts.
leave campus at ·the end of
ECEMAJORS
spring quarter. Please call the/
All ECE majors are invited to
library office at 3-1901 or
deposit them in library room a potluck at 5: 30 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room of Student
112·.
This exchange started in Village.
This meeting is primarily an
October 1971, as a free
exchange. This is not a check end of the year 'get together' for
out system. You bring a book seniors and juniors but all
interested freshmen and
and choose another to trade.
This exchange will be open to sophomores are welcome to
summer and fall quarter attend.
students.
LOVE
A student · from the Baptist
church will speak on the topic of
"Love" in the SUB Pit Thursday
at 3:30 p.m. Stop by and listen.

Reserve Your APT NOW for
SUMMER AND FALL!

\

• Furnished and Air Conditioned
• All utilities paid, except electricity

1 BEDROOl-From . . . . . . . . . . . sgo to '99
2 BEDROOM-From ......... s108 to s135
These are special summer rates

WALNUT NO. APARTMENTS

1 block from Campus

Y25-2725

KARATE
All students interested in
karate, are urged to attend the
, meetings to be held in Hebeler
gym this Tuesday and Thursday
at 5:30 p.m.
ASC OPENINGS
Four ASC Legislature
positions have been made
available due to resignations and
absences stipulations. Three of
the positions ·are for off-campus
students and one for on-campus.
All persons interested in any
of the openings, please contact
Dywain Berkins in the ASC
office or call 963-3445.

r-.-i•••
Raff race tel-evised

Central' s weekly television program "Central College Collage," on
KYVE-TV will cover last weekend's "The Great Yakima River Raft
And/Or Floating Objects Race" Monday at 7 p.m. over KYVE-TV
(Channel 9 in Ellensburg).
.
A six-mile course is followed, with categories for women, men,
rafts, home-made craft and ·inner tubes flashing dowi:;i the rapids.
Interviews with contestants before and after the race permit the
chilly floaters to describe their craft and their experiences to Penny
Kimmel and Judy Fulkerson.
Close-up views in mid-course show the competitive spirits__ of the
participants, with plenty of paddling, shoving, splashing rivals, and
an upset or two. The Great Yakima River Raft Race is to be seen
Monday at 7:00 p.m. over KYVE-TV (Channel 9 in Ellensburg).

Canyon bike ride Sunday
Sunday, the Canyon Road will be closed from 5 a.m. until 7 p.m.
for a bike ride.
Tourists and bicycle enthusiasts are expected to cycle over an
approximate 22-mile _stretch that will be closed off for the peddlers.
The road will be blocked off. at Wilson Creek and Selah Creek, with
ample parking space at both ends.
The only warning that the Highway Department has to offer is to
be sure to bring ample water, food and suntan lotion for the trip.
It explained that at the last bike ride many cyclists suffered
sunburn and unquenched thirsts because th~y failed to realize the
lack of stores or stops along the way.

No 'Crier' Tuesday
Due to the three-day weekend, the Crier will not publish this
Tuesday. One we~k from today will be the last issue of the Crier
until June 30 when the first summer issue will be published. ·
Paddy Cottrell, a junior, will be the summer editor.

sus·closed

for holiday

According to Len Cabianca, assistant director of the SUB, the
building will be closed over the Memorial Day weekend. All
facilities, including the cafeteria, ice cream parlor, and games room
will be closed beginning at 3 p.m. today.
The SUB will reopen at 7:30 a.m. Tuesday.

Facilities director- hired
Gil Braida, most recently a facilities planning department staff
member at the University of Washington, has begun work as director
of Facilities Planning and Construction at Central.
Braida replaces Al Eberhart. Eberhart has been named director of
busines services and contracts at the college.
A graduate of the University of Washington, Braida is a licensed
architect. He practiced in private architectural firms in ~an Juan,
Puerto Rico, for two years and in Seattle for three years before
joining the UW staff.

ASC Vttraps up business
In their final meeting until fall quarter, the ASC Legislature
alloted the Central baseball team $1000 to compete in post-season
·play and fonded Rental Shop an additional $250 for summer use.
ASC President Steve Harrison received a letter from Central's
basebaiI team and Coach Gary Frederick thanking Harrison and the
legislature for tl~eir support of the District One champions.
The legislature also -accepted resignations from four legislators and
by a 2/3 vote _removed Katie Hitch. Executive Vice President Dan
O'Leary said appointments will be made to fill 'the vacated posts
subject to approval of the legislature.
In other action, the legislature rejected the proposed
constitutional changes recommended. by the Constitutional Change
· Committee.
The rejection of the constitutional changes st~mmed from a
provision which required a four-week waiting period between
legislative approval and student elections for future constitutional
changes.
President Harrison noted that the entire constitution will be
rewritten this summer.
Also the constitution of the newly organized CWSC Young
Socialists was approved by the legislature.

5th &
Kittitas ·/

STREET
925·
WIND UP & UNC91L WITH YAMAHA 933 o

YAMAHA~ OF:.ELLENSBURG..

llLK
FRESH GRADE A

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED

44 cents % gallon

Professionally Researched
Papers by Qualified
'Experts

Homo-past li Gal. 48c

OF SEAnLE

Open 3-6:30 Dally

"WE GIVE RESULTS"

.NANUM VUE DAIRY-

4556 University Way N.E •
Seattle, Wa. 98105
~ . . (~06~ '!'E 2-7300 _ ,

. Kittitas~pw•i .~n .
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li_~!th Center

continues operation

.-Stude·
n t insurance ma'y not This money will pay for the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; ; ; . . ._ _ _ _ hospital room and board up to
by Gary Myers
staff writer
Word was released last Friday
by Dr. Karl Wickerath, director
of student health services, that
the Health Center will continue
to operate as it does now
thoughout the coming year.
. Wickerath stated, "Right at
this moment, I don't think that
we have to worry about the
financial problem."
That problem is the student
insurance issue. The Continental
Casualty Company, who is the
underwriter of the policy may
be f o reed to cancel their
coverage in the near future.
The action could come about
if there is not an increase of
policies taken out next year. At
present the company is taking a
loss because of the lack of sales
of their policy and also because
of the large amounts of money
they must pay out on claims.
"Last year they sold half the
number of policies · than the

Dr o Wickerath

previous year, but by the middle $50 per day and up to 70 days.·
of the school year they had paid
out more on claims than they It also covers a student for
paid the entire previous year,'' surgery ranging from the
Wickerath explained.
removal of his tonsils to the
The policy covers a student removal of a intracardiac tumor
for an entire year and costs $44. from the heart.
It also is available for a quarterly
Wickerath expressed his hopes
rate of $11.
For this amount of motley, that that insurance policy would
the company will pay 80 percent be available at fall registration
of the first $2000 (not including
and that it would be included on
$100 deductible). Thereafter,
they will pay for 100 percent of the fees card.
the hospital costs totaling up to ,
"It's the best policy we can
$5000.
get at the lowest price."

Australian
to conduct
intervieVtts
Mr. Vivian Eyers, recruiter
from Australia, will be at the

The Faculty Senate recently
m a d e c e r ta i n g r a d i n g
modifications that will go into
effect fall quarter.
A committee from the Faculty ·
Senate was set up to analyze the
present grading system and
consider alternative grading
systems. A special study of
different pass/fail options also
was considered.
This committee - consisted of
five faculty members, two
students and one administrator.
The committee rigidly presented
their report before the Faculty
Senate last fall quarter for
discussion.
They had come up with quite
a few recommendations during
the year. One of the proposals,
being able to take up to 60
hours of pass/fail courses, was
rejected. Another . that was
rejected was retaining the letter
grades, A,B,C,D, but have "no
credit" replace the letter "E"
grade.
The Senate voted in favor of
maintaining our · current letter
grading system during a special
meeting. Members also agreed to
remove the pass/fail (credit-no

Placement Office,
Tuesday to interview candidates
for secondary math and
secondary · science teaching
positions.
A group meeting will be held
at 4 p.m. Tuesday for all others
desiring information on teaching
opportunities in Australia.

credit) option from an
experimental status to a regular
part of our grading system with
two modifications.
The first modification was
that students taking courses on a
credit/no credit (pass/fail) basis
will receive "crdit" if the course
grade is "C" or better.
This is due to the problems
the faculty had with students in
their classes, who would take the
course, just to get by. The new
name of pass/fail was changed to
"credit/no credit."
The second modification was
that students rece1vmg
"incomplete" would have an "I"
recorded on the circulated
transcript unless it is converted
to a letter grade or "credit''
within the alloted time for
completion of work.
This means that the work
must be completed within the
next quarter in whcih the
student is enrolled.

BUY THE
HYAKEM

PRQTECT YOUR RIGHT TO
CHOOSE YOUR JUDGES
Vote For

JUDGE IELVIN V.
L 0

VE

Judge, September 19
Now in his 14 year as tria I
court. judge on the front Iine of
. judicial process. Nationally acclaimed Court Administration by
American Bar Association
11 years Executive ·Committee Puget . Sound Regional Plan·
ing Counci 11 6 years Chairman. 5 years Bellevue City
Council, ~ years Mayor. Governor's Committee. Metropolitan
Problems. Statewide Committee on Air Polution.P .T.A.
President and Legislative Chairman, Area Council, P.T.A .
Druq & Alcohol Abuse Committee, Bar Assoc. 1 8 years resi den EastPrn Washington, Attended Wash. St. Univ , Class
of 42 Juris Dodor, U. W. Extra·Legal experience as farm
owner, hay, cattle, fruit, heavy construction~ Combat Infantry, General Patton's Third Army Northern France &
Rhine land Campaigns.
PD POL. ADV. E1ec:t Judge

Love

T.E.E. B.E.E.!

T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for
Technical Engineering
Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
Standard equipment like:
• Safety front disc brakes
• Reclining front buckets
• Whitewalls
• Tinted glass
• Overhead cam engine
See the Small Car Expert,
· your Datsun dealer.
Drive a Datsun ... then
Barge-105, decide.

Faculty ~enate okays
grading modifications
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer

What'sgotDatsan
dealers laughing up
'lbeirdeeves?

SIZES: S,M,L,XL,

DOWNTOWN

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

TURNER DATSUN
H 8-3638 2006 So. 1st St.
YAKIMA, WASH. 98903
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First real year
This is not an editorial supporting Senator George McGovern.
What it is, rather, is an editorial in support of people who are
determined to break away from old-style politics.
This new movement, very apparent among youth and new voters,
can best be attributed to the pres.idential campaign of Sen. ·
McGovern.
This movement or feeling is coming about because people are tired
of picking (electing?) a president by a flip of a coin to determine the
l~er of two evils.
These people are tired of the multi-million dollar name game, the
endorsements of party leaders, the strings pulled by corporate
chairmen and the preferences of some union boss.
So to get away from this, they have started at the grassroots level
making a peoples' candidate that even the little guy can get off on.
Time and time again we read edito!ials which say that the youth
and new voters can influence decisions because they are heard.
Of course, we also read about the polls taken to prove that the
youth are not getting out to vote, and how students are so .fed up
with the system they could care less that they now can register and
vote.
This simply isn't true.
.
Last week, during three days of registering students in the SUB, it
was reported that the deputy registrars ran through about 120
persons a day.
Students also were picking up the information on the different
candidates for national and statewide offices. ·They were not only ·
reading about them, but were listening to and asking questions of
those same candidates who were here.
So, perhaps, youth have found an alternative to previous standards
of politicking and, perhaps, in this first real year of grassroots work
it is not going to beat the rascals or old pros, but it has started.
Youth have joined the system to help change that system so we
can make a peoples' choice. It's not selling out; it's buying in or
investing so we can reap the profits later.
Youth can make a difference, influence dicisions and make things
happen. They are telling the old pros, "We, too,- are here and we,
too, want a piece of the action and we, too, want a piece of the
benefits."
·
Thank you, Mr. McGovern.
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Term paper sales 'prosfifufion'

TV Star Richard Nixon never ce3:_ses to show his political sense. In
by Paddy Cottrell
a recent speech, he mentioned his fear that the Vietnamese would
staff writer
turn to the Congress and the people of America to accomplish what
the North Vietnamese could not accomplish themselves.
What is your ·react~on to the
His fear is well-founded; Americans have been demonstrating in
primaries their desire to end the war, and the Democratic caucuses new organizations now offering
term papers for sale?
of both houses have called for end-the-war bills to reach the floor.
"rt is the worst prostitution of
Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska) has introduced a bill to the senate
which would end the Vietnam War by ending the bombing in the education system there is,"
Indochina and by removing all military personnel from Vietnam, stated .. · Don Wise, Central's
Cambodia and Laos within 30 days, provided POWs are released associate dean of students.
Carol Yates, assistant manager
within that time.
Not surprisingly, the bill is having trouble picking up co-sponsors, of Rite On term papers does not
because once you co-sponsor a bill you have to vote for it. Rather, agree. "I suppose that ultimately
members of Congress are paying lip service to it, but are refusing to it could bring about a more
relevant education system," she
commit themselves.
In .California, both Senators Cranston and Tunney as well as said.
The Reuter News Agency
Congressman Dellums have co-sponsored the bill, but many so called
"doves", such as Case, Brooke, Javits, Hatfield and Percy, have estimates that last year over
refused. We call on campus newspapers across the country to exert 10,000 papers were sold at an
the power they have as a press which reaches a large group of voters, average cost of $3 per page.
And the numbers are rapidly
to criticize these "do nothing" senators.
If the Gravel bill is at least closely defeated in the Senate and growing. Within the last six
perhaps in the House as well, it will be given the kind of media months two term paper firms
coverage that can only benefit the peace movement and its have opened in the Seattle area.
Termpapers Unlimited, an
candidates.
The debates will again raise the issues of Vietnamization, the agency located in Seattle, is now
economy, and national priorities which will serve fo expose the offering a selection of over
12,000 papers that it provides to
hopelessness of the Nixon approach toward these issues.
To this end, students should work in any way possible to pressure students at $2.50 per page. In
members of both houses to co-sponsor the Gravel bill. The National addition the firm will
custom-write papers for graduate
Student Lobby is now organizing such efforts.
In addition to this immediate goal, it is time students admit that students for $5 per page and do
unless they use the tarnished electoral process as one fimited tool,. · thesis work for $8 per page.
we will continue to be used by it.

encyclopedia companies," said Committee's resolution applies
Pitell who added, "We cannot be . very well because, "students
responsible for what students do have to rewrite the papers
with our papers."
anyway ... we're going to have
1
A Central student explained to determine the relevancy of
that Encyclopedia Brittanica term papers to the educational
offers 100 coupons with each set experience."
· of encyclopedias purchased and
Discontinuing ads
each coupon can be redeemed
The Crier has accepted
for a researched paper.
advertising for in-state term
paper firms in the past, but has
He stated he had used the
service. "I got a B+, but I had to now decided not to accept any
more.
add some stuff. I think I learned
just as much as I would if I had
done the research," he said.
But not everyone approves of
this activity. New York Supreme
Court Judge Abraham
Gellionoff, in granting an
injunction prohibiting the sale of
term papers or other school
assignments by Term Papers
According to Richard Toyer,
Incorporated, stated:
Crier business manager, "We are
"The business the defendants discontinuing the ads because of
are conducting is morally wrong. the critical opiniQn of this oq
Assisting and promoting campus and throughout the
plagiarism, the · most serious U.S."
academic offense, strikes at the
Even without newspaper
core of the educational process
advertisements
the term paper ·
and thus at the very heart of a
groups continue to solicit
free society."
However, it is not likely that business. Pitell, of the Seattle term paper firms in Seattle will firm; said he would continue
using.leaflets and pamphlets.
face the same problem. According
Al Pedersen, president of
to Steve Milam, assistant
Educational Research Inc. has
attorney general at Central, "At
carried his message to _the skies
the present time tliere aren't any
laws in Washington that directly over Fort Lauderdale Beach.
apply to term paper companies." During spring vacation, planes
flew over carrying the message,
According to Tony Pitell,
The Joint Committee on "Term papers written, toll free
manager of Termpapers Higher Education has issued a No. 1-800."
Unlimited, "It is documented resolution·
Pedersen owns the only
urging
student
that 85 percent of our papers . governments to "seek national firm to make use of a
have contributed to a grade of B alternatives which will reduce · toll-free number.
or better.
Pedersen, a millionaire college
the practice of ghost written
drop-out,
tried . to emphasize
term
papers,"
and
has
.
Cheating?
commended the U of W Daily that his company was offering a
Is this a form of cheating?
.
for refusing to print term paper research service.
"Not any more than Cliff advertisements.
"If the student turns in only
notes, professors hiring students
what we give him he's defeating
to do their research or the
Steve Harrison, ASC president, his purpose as a student,"
services offered by the does not feel the Joint Pedersen said.

Companies give
coupons with
·encyclopedias

A laboratory newspaper of the de.partment of journalis!Il of
Central Washington State College published Tuesdays and Fridays
during the academic year except during examination weeks and
holidays .• Views expressed are those of the students, staff and
editors, not · necessarily CWSC . Advertising mater~al presented
herein does not necessarily imply endorsement by this newspaper.
Mail Subscription price, $1 per quarter or $3 per year, payable to
the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC , Ellensburg, Was.hington, 98926.
r:ntered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
Washington, 98926.
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'He's defeating
his purpose as
a student'
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Focus sleuths Sunnen un-n ecessarily

Letters to Crier
Treder explains position
on erotic film cancellationM~el9 Editor's
wasn't; and only becuase I am
less in touch with what's going
I would like to offer a short on around me than I should be
public explanation of my part in did I not find out the score until
the recent film cancellation very late in the ball game.
thing, which must make me
When I did find out, the
appear either hopelessly naive or
course I had to take was clear.
a liar.
Liar? no. Naive; I guess so. We march to many different
drummers. My own drummer is
Hopeless-I hope not.
When I signed the approval Jesus Christ, and He said no. So
form, I should have made certain that was that. To whom my
that the exact nature of what sand-covered (but, thank God,
Kipy Poyser had in mind (I forgiven) head may have
presume) was something I would offended, I apologize.
be free to go along with.
But.I didn't, and it turns out it
Jeffrey D. Treder
To the editor:

Was there a dinner?
To the editor:
In regard to Linda Schodt's
letter, I didn't go to the soul
food banquet because I had been
trying to go to five other events
during Black Students' Week.
None of them happened.
Needless to say I was a bit
disgusted. The way things were
going I figured the dinner
wouldn't happen either.
I was hoping to read
something in the Crier why
Black Week was messed up. Last
night I went to hear the mayor

of Berkeley telling us why he
couldn't make it for Black Week.
Why couldn't the black students
let us know?
Until I hear why things didn't
come off right, I don't think
Black Week should be funded
next year.
While I'm writing now I'd like
to thank the school for bringing
Abernathy and Goralski. They
were both very interesting. I
only wish more people had gone
to hear them.

Focus-Crier,
"Sleuthing"
the Sunnen
Foundation unnecessary!
Had either Dr. McGehee or
Ms. Dolbee had the courtesy to
inquire of Mr. Frederick Wolfer,
Director of Founaations, or of
Dr. Wilma Moore, Health
Education, the information
about the Sunnen Foundation
would have been given to them.
It would have been in context
ralher than out of context.
The inference that there was a
devious purpose behind the
money given by Health
, Education (Sunnen Grant) to
support the student symposium
is totally irresponsible.
Dr. Moore and Mr. Davidson
determine how the grant monies
are spent. The disturbing part of
this whole "sleuthing" act is that
this one poorly researched
article may have, in one stroke
of the pen, destroyed the
chances for renewing a grant of
several thousand dollars.
There may be no more money
for student scholarships or for
special resource people. Years of
working on programs and getting
monies is jeopardized by a
biased half-truth article.
It is in order to give more
complete information about the
Sunnen Foundation. The

Margo Brown

P0Vt1er claims
Without a cap and gown not settled
happened. He asked me how To the editor:
they were suppose to know how
It has come to my attention
I applied for graduation and many were going through
was accepted. In the forms there commencement if caps and that the students and citizens of
are questions about whether one gowns could be purchased any Ellensburg who suffered loss as a
result of the power outage in
intends to go through time.
I told him I had answered yes January 1972 have yet to receive
comme_ncement exercises. I said
yes to the questions thinking it to the questions about wishing any information on the state of
would mean something to the to go through commencement their claims made against the
.
registrar.
exercises. He said they'd stopped City of Ellensburg.
Since there should be little
Today I went in to buy my believing those answers a long
cap and .gown and was informed time ago. Why do we fill them question about the liability of
the City of Ellensburg for the
I needed permission from the out if we're not believed?
negligent mismanagement of its
registrar because I was late. She
I asked why they didn't put agents and servants, or the need
was very polite when I told her I
didn't know there was a deadline the due date in the catalog for of most students for
graduation application and cap reimbursement as promptly as ·
on buying caps and gowns.
and
gown. His answer was that it PQSSible, I am taking this means
I went to the registrar and
asked for the permission. She would be leading us by the hand of seeking out others who might
be interested in a class legal
asked me why I hadn't done it too much.
I hope that you, fellow action to recover these overdue
before. ·I told her I didn't know
there was a deadline, that I students, are not offended if I claims.
I would ask that any
hadn't read about one on any of lead you by the hand and say
interested
claimant drop me a
there
is
a
deadline
on
buying
cap
the forms I filled out.
She informed me they told and gowns, so maybe you can go note at my home expressing his
interest in this matter.
everyone verbally. I guess I was through exercises if you want.
Jann W. Carpenter
one of the few they hadn't told.
Associate Professor
I was sent into a private office
A grad without cap and gown,
Business Administration
Darlene Jenkins
to explain to the. man w~at had
To the editor:

Foundation was established in
1945. Joseph Sunnen,
millionaire industrialist vowed to
"Devote myself to mankind"
after surviving a near-fatal
explosion.
Through the Sunnen
Foundation, Mr. Sunnen has
distributed millions of dollars
for religious, charitable,
s·cientific, literary and
educational purposes. The
Sunnen Foundation is known
the world qver for their
humanitarian deeds.
The foundation does not need
me to defend them; however,
they have contributed thousands
of dollars to a small Washington
College (CWSC) for scholarships
and program developments. I
cannot sit by and · allow
incomplete information to
malign this humanitarian
foundation.
, Joseph Sunhen invented the
valve lifter for automobiles. He
also produced the uniform
hypodermic needle which has
saved hospitals millions of
dollars. Yes, it was monies he
contributed to pharmacological
research that resulted in
dev.e lopment of the first
spermicidal, aerosal
contraceptive. Emko, Inc., was

started in 1961 to manufacture
this product.
Other contraceptives have
been developed as a re5ult of this
break through. Other companies
now use his patent without
charge. The stipulation he makes
is that ia certain percentage of
the profits go to help poor
people.
Believing that much of the
misery and poverty in the world
could be eliminated if married
persons became more informed
as to the importance of family
planning, the Sunnens began
contributing to birth control
projects. They give as much as
half a million dollars per year to
the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America. (Why
single out Nevada, Dr.
McGehee?)
The next time a sleuthing job
is undertaken, look on top of
the table for information first,
ask the person involved; it will
probably save time, tempers and
face.
It could even save several
thousand dollars a year in grant
monies for students at Central
Washington State College.
Wilma Moore, Ed.D.
Associate Professor
Health Epucation

1972 OPEL-1900 RALL Y ·E
The Number 1 Choice of . ..
"MOTOR TREND"
"CAR & DRIVER"
Now In Stock-Cpe9· s, 4-doors, Wagons.

This Week's Special. · . .
1972 Station Wagon. 1.9 lit·e r engi"e, 4-speed,
radio, white walls, rear defroster, 1&.ggage rack.

1

2340.00

-D'AVE THOMAS INC':
I

"THE FRIENDLY PEOPLE"

200 N. Pine

Ellensburg, Wash.

925-5378

ELLENSBURG FLORAL SHOP
Would Just Like To Take
This Chance To Say . .. ..

JUMBO ORDER

CHICKEN
REG 149
COME IN AND CHECK OUT .
: ouR NEW B<?OTHS

135

Mon-Wed, May 29-31
Just Across tampus On Ith

1

FOR FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASION
It's The . ..

ELLENSBURG FLORAL SHOP
307 N. Pearl
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, Canned Heat smokes and ...
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Faculty bargaining continues

of E_
Hensburg
2~9330

..00

w. 5th

by Sandi Dolbee
news editor

When the Board took no
action on either of these
petitions Dr. Heckart refused to
The issue of collective comment right away.
bargaining for faculty is far from
The key to movement
dead.
,
Recently a bulletin was issued
When the Board of Trustees·· by Central's AAUP. The bulletin
decided to take no action on the told of the Board's inactiOn and
issue of collective bargaining, it stated, "The AAUP intends to
dampened the spirits of those persist in -its efforts to represent
faculty members who have been the faculty as a bargaining agent
working for collective bargaining and to combine its labor in
rights, but the work has far from behalf of faculty welfare."
stopped.
One of the organizations
which would like to be
recognized as the faculty's
collective bargaining agent is the
In Tacoma This
American Association of
Summer?
University Professors (AAUP).
Tacoma Community Collegt's
The . AA UP, under the
summer session offers more
authority oC Beverly Heckart,
than 100 · credit classes-a
brought the issue of collective
Mond~y through Thursday
It has been hinted recently
bargaining to the Board on May
schedule that - allows more
that
the one body that could
10.
free time-intensive
really get things going for
The AA UP offered two
programs in French, German
alternative suggestions to the co 11 ective bargaining is the
and Spanish that enable
Faculty Senate.
Board. First it asked to be
students to earn up to 15
According to Gordon Leavitt,
recognized as the official
credits-13 evening classesbargaining agent. Then Dr. chairman of the Faculty Senate,
individualized, continuous
Heckart, assistant professor of it was the Faculty Senate which
progress math classes-two 3bistory, said that if the Board started the discussion on campus
week geology field exdid not want to go that far then about collective bargaining.
cursions. June 19-Aug. 17. For
It all began last year when the
the AAUP would like to see an
details, write the Records
senate
ran a poll to feel out the
Office, Tacoma Community
election to determi.ne the
College, 4900 So. 12th St.,
bargaining agent for Central's faculty on the issue of collective
bargaining. He said the results
Tacoma 98465.
faculty.
were favorable.
Special interest groups
Leavitt said the special interest
PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO
groups like the AAUP and the
CHOOSE YOUR JUDGES
National Society of Professors
Vote For
(NSP), took over and have been
working on it.
Leavitt said that The Council
IELVIN' ~V~
ofJ Faculty Representatives is
also working on collective
bargaining for facp.lty. The CFR
Judge, September 19
is a group of faculty members
Now in his 14 year as tria I
from all the state colleges and
court judge on the front I ine of
universities.
judicial process. Nationally acIt recently met and draft~d a
proposal to form a task force to
claimed Court Administration by
immediately survey conditions
American Bar Association
f 1 years Executive Committee Puget . Sound R~gional Plan· ' on the campuses regarding
collective bargaining
ing Counci I, 6 years Chairman. 5 years Bellevue City
devefopments. It also proposed
Council, 2 years Mayor. Governor's Committee Metropolitan
to study the ways to coordinate
Problems. Statewide Committee on Air Polution.P .T.A.
the efforts of eventual collective
President and Legislative Chairman, Area Council, P.T.A.
bargaining
agents.
Drug & Alcohol Abuse Committee, Bar Assoc. 1 8 years resFor a long time Leavitt said,
iden EastP.rn · Washington, Attended Wash. St. Un'iv , Class
· co 11 e ct i ve bargaining wasn't
of 42 Juris Doctor, U. W. Extr~-Legal experience as farm
favored by the faculty. He
owner, hay, c·attle, fruit, heavy construction. Combat In~
thinks they felt to bargain
fantry, General Patton's Third, Army Northern France &
collectively would rob the
Rhineland Campaigns.
professionalism involved in their
PD POL. ADV. Elect Judge l.Ove
work.
1971 Yamaha 125-MX
$465
1971125 Rickman Matesse,$650
1971 Hodaka 125cc Kit
all the goodies
$650
1971Yamaha125Enduro $425
( ele.c . start)
1971 Suzuki 125
. $395
1971 Honda 50
$195
1971Yamaha360 Enduro $750
1967 Honda trail ·90
buddy seat, Excellent
condition,. luggage rack,
bumper rack
$185
1964 Yamaha 80cc
$165
1970 Hodaka . . lOOcc
$295

faculty senate
could gel
things going
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''Last year some of the
members of the senate wouldn't
even think twice about collective
bargaining,',' commented Leavitt.
"Now they are saying, 'Well,
doggone it, if we're not going to
be treated as professionals we
may have to turn to collective
bargaining.'"
Legal)y, at present, the
four-year colleges and university
professors cannot bargain
collectively.
The community college
faculty can bargain collectively
and have done so quite
successfully, said Leavitt. The
public school teachers can
bargain and also can turn to the
people in the way of levies.
"We do have some assurance,
however, that the legislature will
look favorably on a collective
bargaining bill," he hinted.
Leavitt went on to explain
that the NSP has already drafted
one such bill which is being sent
to different colleges for their
comments.
Dr. ·Heckart said that the
AAUP also is working on a bill
for collective bargaining. The
AAUP is working on gathering
the money now to support their
legislative consultant.
Weak standing
''Without a collective
bargaining bill our position isn't
very strong," Leavitt
commented, "except for some
J)ationally orientated collective
bargaining bills."
Even with the efforts of
special interest groups such as
AA UP, NSP and the task force
of CFR, it will take at least three
years before a bill can be
effected.
"What are we going to do
between these times?" asked
Leavitt.

Fo~ Better

·Prices

We Guarantee. It!

Just guess my age. No p~rchase necessary.
. Draw high noon May 27th
-

·Old Hoss

1'n

----··

the Door The Store With The??? Year

L-------~-~----.;.·

4th 'N
Main

"That way, I think we could
be more effective, at least on the
college level than we have been
in the past."
He spoke of the "good faith"
involved in this type of work
and how every side must rely on
the other to accomplish
anything collectively.
"As the president of the
Faculty Senate, if we have been
effective it has been · in opening
communication with the Board
of Trustees and the
administration," he interjected. ·
"If we can show that we are
willing to meet some of their
expectations, then they must
show that they are willing to
meet some of ours."

Most of the issues involved in
colleetive bargaining are still in
.the discussion stage.
About the only thing that has
been strongly acknowledged is
that collective bargaining on
college campuses is definitely
· needed and something must be
done.

It app.ears that the editorial
writers for the Crier will have
some competition in the form of
a magazine entitled The
Rebuttle.
Flexible in both form and size,
the magazine is composed of .
literary contributions by anyone
with something to say, in an
attempt to provide a means of
scholarly debate.
In their own words: "We the
editors, feel that there is a need

Try Us

MILLS SADDLE N' TOGS

support senaf·e

by W. Smithson
staff writer

Payi n'g Too Much For .
Prescript ions?

'

facu.lty should

Students establish
literary magazine

STUDENTS.

- . ~-:::... .

Between times
"The least we should do is for
the , faculty to get behind the
Faculty Senate budget
committee or some other
commission and support them in
their work on the biennium
budget," Leavitt said.

..

..----•.zs-•

------------------..-!~·· ~•.,..-.· fl~'-·1.,......~·

.1.
· •. . .·• _..

at this college to provide a
forum for faculty, students and
administration; to provide a
dialogue in order to analyze the
institution of higher education in
regards to its role in the
community.:'
Tom Li neham, a former
Central student and presently
one of the magazine's editors,
has been supplying the money
for the issues and reports that
they've sold all 350 copies of
two issues (the price is 10 cents).
One of the goals of the
magazine is "to get the college
to look at itself."
He stated that the biggest
problem has been the lack of
contributions, particularly
among faculty members. In his
opinion, they hesitate to
contribute because The Rebuttle
is not an established magazine
with college sponsorship and it
does take a critical stance
towards Central.
Wbile the editors express
delight over compliments about
the magazine, they are hoping
for more response. They are
looking for the people who will
not only read The Rebuttle, but
express .their criticis~, opinions
or reactions towards articles in
an essay or editorial.
-"We want people to talk," said
Lineham.
Presently The Rebuttle is in its
initial stage. Lineham, who is
enthusiastic and optimistic
about the magazine's 'future, is
slowly increasing the circulation
to avoid a sudden surplus of
copies and financ~al lo~.

I
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Cutbacks
due in-aid

We:Repair Wis·

lflPALO'S

The Office of Financial Aid
has · been notified that the
federal government plans drastic
cutbacks in student financial aid
for the 1972-73 school year.
John Liboky, directoi: of
Financial Aid, stated, "The
largest cuts would be in the areas
of Educational Opportunity
Grants and the College
Work-Study Program."
The largest cuts in the
· Educational Opportunity Grants
would be for those students
entering Central next fall.
According to Liboky,
approximately 14-20 per cent of
the funds needed for the school
year would be appropriated.
This would mean a loss of about
80 per cent of the initial grants
needed for students to enter
school next fall.
The college work-study
program would be cut
approximately in half. This
. would have a gr~ve effect on
those students who depend on
these progra~ to continue their
college eduction, Liboky said.
"I urge students and parents
to contact · our senators in
Washington, D.C., to encou,rage them to support full funding for ,
next yea~.," said Liboky.

2nd & Main• 925-2055

iiiil&B
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RETRIEVAL
KITS now /

I

at your
book

200 punchcards (5" x 8"), code cards,
sorting rods, instructions, file box
Optional notcher ..•.....•••.. $5.85
Refill packs (50 cards) ••.•.••. $1.95

ALIFESAVER
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ARE DROWNING
IN THEIR OWN
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Undergraduates
Faculty
Graduate
Students
Administration
~any Others

Self contained • li1ht • simple-makes
all other filin1 systems obsolete

Tenant Union states policies
for listings and inspections

Orchestra
plays its last

by Nicholas Gardner

Central's Symphony Orchestra
will make its last appearance of the
year next Thursday at 8: 15 p.m.
in Hertz Recital Hall.
The Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Prof. Clifford
Cunha, has played concerts in
the Tri-cities and Wenatchee this
year. Prof. Cunha said the travel
has helped push the students to
play better.
Prof. Marilyn Beebe of the
Department of Music will be the
soloist at the final concert. She
will perform "Pfano Concerto
for the Left Hand" by Maurice
Ravel.
This piece was written in 1931
for a one-armed pianist named
Paul Wittgenstein who first
performed the concerto. The
piece is played with only the left
hand and is generally considered
to be one of the most difficult
paino works in the repertory'
according to Cunha.
An arrangement of "The Star
Spangled Banner," written
especially for the Symphony
Orchestra by Prof. Robert
Panerio, will open the concert.
Next will be Dimitri
Shostakovich's Symphony No. 5
in its entirety.

The Tenant Union now
handles housing listing and has
recently added to its policy a
visual inspection clause. It is
actively pushing for a
landlord-tenant bill to be
brought up in the next state
legislative session.
House listings.. previously
handled by the Housing Office,
are now listed with the Tenant
Union. The only change of
policy has been the visual clause.
This clause allows visual
inspection of the houses and
apartments by the Tenant Union
to check standards on such
utilities as plumbing, lighting,
floors and foundations.
The Tenant office lists housing
for _students, gives advise for
tenant-landlord disputes, now
inspects for standard housing
and takes cases to small claims
court when necessary.
James Maloney, president of
Tenant Union, says, "We have
not had a case go beyond small
claims. Usually disputes can be
settled ·when we talk to the
parties involved."
Maloney is local spokesman
for Bill 21 7, a landlord-tenant
bill. His job is educate and urge

staff wr_iter .·

people to write their legislators
about the bill. He also brings the
issue before the legislators of
this county and district.
The bill spells out the
landlords' responsibilities to
make repairs and penalties if
they do not comply. It lists
codes and ordinances the tenant
must follow in keeping the
premise clean and sanitary.
The Tenant Union advises
students what to look for when
house searching and explaines
rights and responsibilities.
Mafoney said, "We are trying

to eliminate the sub-standard
housing," but· he admits some
still exists.
The Union has recently
distributed handbooks which list
common defects to look for and
outline the rights .i and
responsibilities of landlord and
tenant.

BUY THE
HYAKEM

• Saves 90% of time now spent searching, scanning, refiling, duplicating
notes • No need to limit yourself to
one topic per card, nor to .keep notes
• in any special order • Retrieve notes,·
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scattered • Cross-index automatically
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tions - for recording personal clinical
experience •..........••••..• $12.95
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'Cats cuff OCE

it o_go/n

PORTLAND
Dave
Heaverlo got his revenge. R.J.
Williams got a hold of a fastball.
Roger Uncle~ood sports edilor ·
,
And Central's Wildcats got by
In keepini ..wfiii. ourpolicy ioi;ve ..credit where credit is giveable, Oregon College 3-1 in the
enlighten whatever is enlightenable and sometimes rip off whatever opening round of the NAIA
is rippable, I am once again overwhelmed completely in presenting Regional tournament in Portthat laughable part-time student, managing editor and full-time land Wednesday.
It was a sweet victory for
Canadian, that yukking Canuck, Elliott Grieve. He has come forth
the
senior
,with some truly sobering (snicker) awards on behalf of Under Heaver lo,
Currents and the MIA. By the way, this year's awards are not being righthander from Moses Lake.
sponsored by the Alumni Association in case Steve Harrison is . Not only did the victory avenge
his only loss of the season - a
wondering.
13-3 setback to OCE way back in
And now. heeere's El ...
Once again folks, out of the infectious Ganges comes vomiting 01' April - but it was at the expense of OCE's star hurler Gene
Sal to do his thing.
Yes, it is that time of the year again, when 01' Sal reappears from Lanthorn.
Heaverlo gave up but four hits
the depths of the diarrhea-plagued Ganges to lay some heavies on
:--- two of them infield singles those deserving souls:
Those infamous people who strive to rid society of all the bloody· and struck out 11 on the way to
Bulldogs, Wildcats, Vikings, Cougars, Lioris, and the million other his eighth victory of the season
against a single loss.
tired, inane sports nicknames.
Lanthorn was as equally
Those gifted individuals, who attack the very foundations of the
American dream, and try to make sports and today's society more impressive, giving up four hits
and striking out 13. However,
meaningful and relevant.
And once again, the Crier is honored to bestow the coveted 01' Sal the OCE star had some control
award to those souls who do their thing under the guise of the Men's problems, walking six Central
, batters. His season record now
Intramural A~ciation.
stands at 13-4.
Many people often
Leftfielder Williams provided
·confuse this presentation
most of Central's offensive
with the Smelly Jock Award
which is given annually to _
far-out intramural athl~tes.
Not true.
01' Sal is presented
annually to intramural teams
With the District meet and
which-through some unique,
hope for post season
magical method-come up
competition behind them, Stan
with an original name.
Sorenson's golfing Wildcats will
As one member of this
be playil}g for pride and prestige
year's nominating committee
today and tomorrow in the
stated:
Evergreen Conference golf
"The purpose of the 01' Sal
championships in Bellingham.
Award is to cast light on
The 'Cats finished fifth in the
those patriotic people who
Ol'
District meet a couple of weeks
have worked within the
ago with a disappointing
system and attempted to
performance, killing any hope of
change . this country's most
national competition.
antiquated tr~dition-the
The season, however, has not
niekname."
been a complete zero. The
Moving right along.
swingers won eight, lost 1 and
01' Sal has a rather unusual history. The award was named after a tied 1 in dual match competition
Japanese horseshoe player named Yencihii Sal who was banned from in addition to finishing third in
Olympic competition several years back for having a magnet welded the Spokane Invitational earlier
on the end of his horseshoe.
in the year.
Yencihii Sal was so incensed at being banned that he called the
"We just didn't play well,"
Olympic officials a group of aged maggots. Very orl_ginal ~ickname, said Sorenson on his clubs
and thus 01' Sal ca:qie into being.
District showi.ng. But he is
At any rate, the Crier now presents this year's nominees for the optimistic about their chances
01' Sal Awards. Despite the large number of orginial names-more this weekend to bring in EvCo
than 150 were submitted for .consideration-this has not been a golf title to Ellensburg.
vintage.year for orginal thought.
"We have a chance to be a real
And now for the nominees-all of which are actual names used by contender," he said, "but we're
intramural teams this school year.
going to need four good
In the category of Best Team with a Foreign Name-the nominees performances. You can't do it
are Primo Warriors, Canuckabockers, ·Mongolian Screaming Worms, with just one or two good
Irish Racing Associa.t ion and Norwegian Nutcrackers.
rounds in this kind of
Best Team Name That Represents Central's Social Life-the· competition."
nominees are Roach Clipper, Unwed Maulers, Friends!, Beer Freaks,
Each team consists of five
Sex Pact and Yeech.
players in the tourney, but only
Best Team Name That Has Some Sexual Overtones--the nominees the best four scores are taken to
are Gay Comer, Game Cocks, Head Jobbers, Late Comer, Vaseline, determine team placing.
P-Fillacticks, Valgar Faulkers and Stud Farm Inc.
Western and Eastern
Best Te;m1 Name That Reflects J..merica's Violent Nature- the Washington are the · teams to
nominees are Tijuana Pussy Posse, Horny Moore Raiders, Rat City
Ballers, Satsop Warriors and Ball Bangers
Best Team Name That Reflects America's Peaceful Nature-the
nominees are Captain Cosmic and his Space Cadets, ROTC, Happy
Valley Grade School J.V.'s, Hippy Dippy Baseball Team, Pakalolo
Space Cats and Roach Clippers J.V.
And now this year's winners-Canuckabockers, Bearded Clams,
Unwed Maulers, Valgar Faulkers, Tijuana Pussy Posse and Captain
Cosmic and his Space Cadets.
And there you have them, the elite of 1971-72.
Yes, it is true that this is the second year in a row that the
SALE'
Canuckabocker have won the coveted 01' Sal a\Vard. At this point,
the committee. must confess there is absolutely no truth to the
STARTS
rumor that the Canuckabockers offered Pierre Elliott Trudeau's wife
as a bribe to the judges. Damn it.
However, the rumor that the Tijuana Pussy Posse offered the
judges a certain bribe is still being investigated.
This year the 01' Sal committee has recommended three additional
awards. First, the team-of-the-year trophy goes to the Primo
Warriors. The Joint Student Fees Committee, who really never
entered a team, but still received the n:iost negative votes, were
named the worst-team-of-the-year.
And finally a special award called "Thank You." This year,like last
year, it goes to MIA director John Gregor and all his helpers for their
excellent work in a truly enjoyable program.
By any of the usual sports yardsticks, the men's intramural
association is a great thing. As a participant's sport it ranks second
only to sex, which really doesn't count as it takes little organization.
And that folks, is the whole thing.

punch with two hits including
his sixth homerun of the season
- a solo blast to left field in the
eighth inning.
The Oregonians opened the
scoring in the first inning when
Dave Maxwell reached first on
an error by shortstop Bobby
Kelley and scored on an infield
single by centerfielder Gary
Heeater. Heeater's single was
disputed hotly by the Central
team which thought the OCE
player was out at first.
The Wildcats tied the score in
the third inning when Kelley
doubled home centerfielder Jim
Thompson who had reached
first on a walk.
Some smart base running
paid off for the Wildcats in the .
seventh inning. Thompson
opened thhe inning by .drawing
a base on balls. Kelley was hit in
the helmet by a wild pitch
moving ·Thompson to second.
Thirdbaseman Mike Gannon hit
a hard bouncer which forced
Kelley at second.
_
With Thompson on third and
Gannon on first. coach Gary

by 3-1
Frederick flashed the steal sign
and both rQnners stole, with
Thompson scoring.
_Williams finished the scoring
with his 360-foot leadoff blast in
the eighth.
Central pulled off . three
double . plays · in the game as
OCE left five runners stranded.
Central left eight runners on
base.

Warriors win
MIA track -

Winning nine of the fifteen
events, . the Primo Warriors
captured the 1972 MIA track meet
Wednesday.
Pat Maki and Jim Crittendon
were the stars for the Warriors as
each won two events. Dennis
Mayo was the 9nly other double
winner.
Maki won the 220 in 25.1 with
Chuck Puuhoa of Primo second in
25.3. Maki also won the 120 yard
high hurdles in 14.1 with Crittendon second also timed in 14.1.
Crittendon's two wins came in
the 70 yard high hurdles were he
raced to a new MIA record of 9.4
seconds with John Wynkoop of
Anahauser Busch second in 9.6.
beat according to Sorenson, Crittendon's other win came in
becuase "Western has the home the long jump were he won with a
course advantage and Eastern leap of 21'1%".
won the District title."
Mayo won the mile in 5: 06 and
Defending champion Oregon the 880 in 2: 15.9. Tom Brockman
College ·figured to field another was second in the mile running it
strong team this year, but they in 5:12.
haven't been consistent so far
One other record was smashed,
this season.
that in the javelin where Scott
Central did gain so'mp Polley of the Zoo won with a toss
familiarity with the site of the of 170'3". He should turn out for
tourney, Bellingham's Lake the varsity.
Paddin Golf Course, when they
Other winners were Puuhoa of
played Western iI1 a dual match Primo in the 100; 10.9, Dave
yesterday.
Smith of Primo in the high jump;
Making up the Wildcat's 5'10114, Jim Sweigart in the shot
challenge for the title will be put; 47'1/z", and Mike Hopkins of
brother Frank and Keith Crimp, Anahauser Busch in the 440 with
Chris Indall, Steve .Thomas and a time of 57 .3. Bill Turner won the
either Joe Periera or Larry discus with a heave of 141'8".
Gottas.
Primo won both the 440 and 880
0 f his starters, Sorenson relay in 47.7 and 1:43.5 respecreports that Indall has been the tively.
most consistent.
The Primo Warriors have firm
"He's always around 75, and command on the MIA all points
Frank Crimp µsually rises to the trophy after picking up the 150
occasion," he said.
points for first place.
In the softball finals, two unLast year the 'Cats broke their defeated teams, the Late Comers
habit of finishing second in the and the Head Jobbers were
EvCo, but not in he way they knocked out of the running with
wanted to. They finished third:·
defeats to the Deviants and
This year, they have a chance Sparks.
to erase some of the
Six undefeated teams are still
non-champion stigma in addition in the running with all six fighting
to capping a fine overall season. each other in the quarter finals.
The semi-finals will, be held
A Evergreen Conference
championship would accomplish Tuesday and the finals will be
held next Wednesday.
both objectives.

Golfers eye EvCo
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GIANT MOVING SALE

COMING SOON

We Are
Moving To
4th & Pearl

The previous)
location of
( The Put-On
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Track· eyes on Bellingham
Northwest track eyes focus on
Billingham this weekend for the
Evergreen Conference meet
which · figures to be much a
"duel" between def ending
champion Oregon College and
the Wildcats of Central
Washington.
After a year's absence, the
Wildcats1who'll field a 35 man
team, have definite designs for
recapturing the long-resident
EvCo ribbon.
The two-day meet beginning
Friday can't be figured as
strictly a showdown of the two
EvCo powers, however, as
Eastern Washington and the
host Vikings Of Western
Washington will both field
teams to compliment the meet
which may surface as one of the
tops in recent seasons.
Central's Tom Lionvalecoached thinclads rate favorites ,
heading into the EvCo having
posted wins over the other three
contending teams; 114-49 over
Eastern; 86-77 over Oregon
College, and 83-71 over Western
Washington in dual meet
competition, but according to
Lionvale, Central's corps of
usually strong first place
winners may not be the difference needed to cop the
Evergreen Conference title
again.
Lionvale,
whose·
tracksters dominated the NAIA
District 1 meet at Cheney last
weekend, outdistancing
Eastern 230 to 1272-3 in the final
count, said depth, ''strong
seconds and thirds" will be the
denominator between a title and
another second place.
A number of intriguing
matches loom for the weekend
with Central and Oregon
College paralleled in key
events.
Central school Tecord holder
Bill Harsh will again face
OCE's defending shot put
champion Doyle Kenady in a
crucial weight duel. Harsh
currently leads the conference
with a 55-11 toss in the shot and
172-9 in the disc.
Another pair to watch will be
NAIA District pole vault champ
Ray Payne and OCE's John
Duerst, both of whom are
consistent at 14-6, while CW's
Payne has cleared 15 feet. In the
440 relay defending champ
Central will again be pushed by
OCE with the teams almost
even with best times of 41.8-42. 7,
and in the 120 high hurdles
Central's Steve Berg with a 14.8
best, must ·· beat OCE's Bob
Stephens (14.9).
Central Washington's David
Walker, · def ending E.vCo
champion in the 440, triple and

by Bill Irving

sports writer
One wonders how Ken Van
Amburg, number one singles for
the 'Cats, did so well at Yakima
Valley College (JC singles and
doubles champ) when he has
such a tough time winning on
those courts now. ·
I guess you'd have to ask Van
Amburg to explain that one but
the fact is he had to pull out a
victory in three sets on Tuesday
against YVC. Despite his
troubles the team zipped
through the Yakimans, 9-0.

OPEN 6: 45
925-4598
PLAYS TliRU TUE.
5 Academy Awards Incl. Best Picture & Actor
Showings Each Night At 7:00 & 9:00

'THE NIFTIEST CHASE SEQUENCE SINCE
SI LE NT Fl LM S !'~ Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek

2oth Century-Fox presents

TBE FRENCH
CONNECTION
IN THE GREAT TRADITION
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS.

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION -MAY 31st ·

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!
-National Board of Review
Columbia Pictures Presents,, Playboy Production

Roman Polanskis
film of

MACBETH

FLYING SCOTSMAN-Dave Walker, Central's flying Scotsman, keys Wildcat hopes at tomorrow's Evergreen Conference track championships in Bellingham. Walker and the
Wildcats will try to retrieve the EvCo title for Central, after
losing it last year to Oregon College. (Photo by Grieve)
long jump,_will sit out the triple
and 440 to save an ailing leg for
his main event, the long jump.
With a best this year of 25114,
Walker far outdistanced his
best ·of last season, but the
Scottish Wildcat did not compete at the NAIA .meet in the
jumps to give the injured leg
additional time to heal.
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.Special Summer.

Rqtes

''MODERN TIMES''

at

Com'munity College (Kalispell, 1
Mont.} wiped up, gathering. 136
points to Oregon State
University's 6•5. Oregon College
Deluxe one bedroom furnished
of Education was third with 55 .
apts. Edge of campus. $115.
points, Western Washington
Call 925-3861 or see at 1503 D.
College had 41, the University of
St. Apt. No. 5 after 4 p.m.
Oregon had 39.
Central totalled seven.

with Paulene Goddard

GLEN MANOR

BY' POPULAR DEMAND
RECYCLING LONGER
AND
EVERY THURS 8·.4 ONLY.
FROM JUNE 1
50' PER CASE ON ALL LUCKY BOTTLES

925-3432

The net squad now owns a
glossy 12-4 season mark and
heads for Bellingham for today
and tomorrow's Evergreen
Conference championships.
Defending champ Southern
Oregon College will be there to
· defend its title along with
Western Washington and the
'Cats are figured to battle it out
for the championship.
Central took a fourth last year
and the host Vikings nabbed
second. The 'Cats netters
dumped SOC 7-2 earlier this
season but most matches were
close and have beat.en Western 8-1
and 6-3.

INTERNATIONAL JOBS - Europe; South America, Asia,
Australia, U.S.A. Openings in all fields '-'.. Social Sciences,
Business, Sciences·, Egnineering, Education, etc. Alaska
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 weekly.
Summer or permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.
Complete current information -:-- only $3.00. Money back
guarantee. Apply early for best opportunities - write
now!!! International Employment, Box 721-C563, Peabody,
Massachusetts 0196,0 (Not an e~ploym.ent agency)

Women fourteenth
The competition was a little
much for Central's women's
track club here Fridav and
Saturday in the Northwest
College Women's Sports
Association meet. They finished
a distant 14th out of 19 teams in
the event.
As expected, Flathead Valley

Netters blank YVC;
aim for EvCo crown

C~S<:;A~.E . ~~YERAGE ~O

703 Wenas

COMING SOON!
Steve McQueen
"BULLITT" .

• i

ELLEN Drive-In .

i

TWO GREAT HITS
Warren Beatty
"BONNIE & CLYDE"

OPENS:3o
925-3266
FRI.And SAT.

Stacy Keach &
·Fa:re _Dunaway in

"DOC"

Plus Elliott
Gould in

. "I LOVE MY WIFE"

SUN~A Y ONLY DUSK TO DAWN

HORROR· RAMA -Spend the Night!
No. 1 "BRIDES OF DRACULA"
No. 2 "NIGHT MARE CASTLE"
No. 3 "ISLAND of the DOOMED"
No. 4 "SKULLDUGGERY"
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Food bank feeds hungry students
by W. Smithson

staff writer
Hungry students living off
campus next year hopefully will
have a friend in the food bank
located in Ellensburg, according
to its originafor.
Ken Jennings, a freshman
living in Barto Hall, is hard at
work to be ready for those
students who will be in financial
distress and won't have the
benefits of food stamps or the
college dining program.
He started the project and
received support from SERVE.
Use of a building has been
donated by John Sutherland and
will be available one day a week
initially. The address is 306 N.
Main St.
According to Jennings, the

added, "Everybody's concerned,
Financially distressed people can eat , ·but
that's not enough."
Anyone wishing to help

in Barto Hall. As dorm
president, he instituted a
hamburger stand (hopefully
permanent) in Barto, all profits
of which go to the bank.
For example, if a student were
He hopes to also sponsor
to come in and say he had a wife
The biggest problem facing the dances, outdoor concerts and a
and one small child to support, food bank is money.
.
small movie theatre in Barto.
he might walk out with a pound
The law prohibits the use of However, he - stated that one
of rice, a box of oatmeal and · state funds, thus preventing dorm isn't enough and he is
two cans of stew.
SERVE or the college from presently attempting to expand
alloting any money.
Honor system
his ideas through RHC into the
In an effort to avoid the red
Jennings is depending on other dorms.
tape which usually accompanies donations from individuals in
As to its success, Jennmgs is
this type of service, the bank the community, alumni realistic, fearing that the
will be run on an honor system generosity and money made by students might not continue to
with no proof of need required. various enterprises to be support this cause.
·
"We know there'll be some conducted at Central.
When asked of his reasons for
guys who are going to rip us off.
starting the program, he stated,
Raising funds
But that's all right."
He already has made progress "I figure it's my concern," and
service will be based on need. A
dietician will compute proper
rations depending on the size of
the family.

Jennings believes that the acts
of a few is an insufficient excuse
for everyone to "turn their
backs" on the many in genuine
need.

WILKINSON SWORD
BONDED SHAVER
· With Blades
Reg.
$2.95

Kodak X-30 ·

COLOR OUTFIT
Automatic Electric Eye
Electronic Shutter
Flash without flash batteries

... a perfect

Reg. $49.95

way to say

$

2!)99

Jennings can contact him at
Barto C-11. He plan~ to be
working on the program here
this summer saying, "It's my big
project I guess."
Whether or not the program
succeeds can be coupled with
another notion-a freshman is
presently showing a .number of
"concerned" seniors how they
can do something about their
fellow students in need.

Businessmen
to graduate
vvith honors
Three Central students will be
graduating with honors in June
from the business administration
and economics program.
One of these men, Mike
Krefting, also has been selected
as the number one marketing
student in the state. Krefting
was selected among similar
students from almost all of the
other four year colleges and
universities in Washington.
Krefting, who is from Tacoma,
will be graduating with honors in
economics. He plans to enter the
University of Pennsylvania
graduate school of marketing
this fall.
Krefting also was named to
the ranks of "Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities" last year.
Gary Van Assen also will be
graduating with honors in
economics. Van Assen is from
New Jersey and plans to attend
the University of Wyoming for a
master's degree in economics~
Joe Blue is the third honor
graduate. He will be receiving a
degree in
business
administration. His basic
concern is advertising and hopes
to work with a large firm and
develop an advertising program.
• Blue also plans to attend
graduate school.
An honors graduate is
determined through a
combination of scholastic grade
point and . completion of ' an
honors program as stated · by
each department.
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